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Preface

When Dr. Robert de Vries of Discovery House Publishers 
invited me to update my book, The Christian’s Attitude To-

ward World Religions, I did not realize that the scene in the church 
and in society had changed so much in the fifteen years since I 
wrote it. I discovered that a completely new book was needed. 
Although a few sections from my earlier work have been retained, 
this is essentially a new effort. It is in some ways a companion to 
my other book, The Supremacy of Christ. These two books, along 
with my book Crucial Questions about Hell, will combine to pro-
vide a comprehensive theological base for Christian witnessing. 

When I was in my late teens, I heard a preacher who argued 
that not only those who receive Christ have salvation. Before the 
sermon was over, I walked out of the church in disgust. My mother, 
who is a convert from Buddhism and is much bolder than I, gave 
the preacher a piece of her mind after the service. 

Around that time I was at another service on what was called 
Evangelism Sunday. The preacher claimed that Christ has saved 
the whole world. Evangelism is nothing more than telling these 
people that they are saved and now can live like saved people. I 
realized that we must give an intelligent response to these views 
that are growing in our churches. But being of a shy disposition 
and therefore unable to engage in effective debate, I believed that 
the way to unleash this burden was by writing. This book is an 
expression of that realization. 
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I am grateful that the Lord has given me opportunities to 
interact with those of other faiths from my childhood. Within 
three houses of the home where I grew up in Colombo, Sri Lanka, 
we had a Buddhist temple, a Buddhist family, a Hindu family, a 
Sunni Muslim family, a Shiite Muslim family, and a single person 
with New Age beliefs. 

We were friendly with all these people. As a child I would go 
to the Buddhist temple and chat with the monks there. In my late 
teens and early twenties I met almost every Saturday night with a 
group of seven people, all except two of whom were Muslim. An-
other was an atheist and a fan of Bertrand Russell. We spent hours 
talking about various issues, including religion and philosophy. 

I studied at a university that had only recently been converted 
from a Buddhist seminary to a university. The vice-chancellor 
there was a Buddhist monk. I stayed in a Buddhist home while I 
was there. And our ministry in Youth for Christ (YFC) has been 
predominantly with those of other faiths. Few joys on earth exceed 
the thrill of strategizing for such ministry and then going into the 
fields God has prepared for us to harvest. 

I have been a youth worker for almost twenty-five years. The 
primary audience of my regular teaching ministry is teenagers 
and the young volunteers and staff who work with them in the 
ministry of YFC in Sri Lanka. I have tried to teach the Bible and 
Christian doctrine to them. I have done this teaching alongside 
our evangelistic ministry among unreached youth. I have been 
active in the “theologizing” process that YFC has engaged in as 
we decide on what truths to communicate in our evangelistic 
programs and how best to communicate them. I have talked with 
many Christians and non-Christians about the issues addressed 
in this book. 

What I learn through my ministry with YFC, and also at our 
church, I try to share with a wider audience through my itinerant 
ministry and writings. When I minister outside YFC, Christian 
laypeople and workers who have no time to consult technical 
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works have, I think (perhaps I should say, “I hope”), found my 
basic explanations of theological and exegetical matters helpful. 
This book is an extension of that ministry. I share with you the 
results of our attempts to theologize about relating to people of 
other faiths from the multifaith context in which we have been 
called to serve. 

This is not intended to be a groundbreaking work of scholarship, 
though I hope you will find fresh insights here. I have depended 
on the work of many scholars. Generalists such as I rely on the 
specialist scholars of the church, and I laud their efforts with deep 
gratitude to God. 

I usually spend two weeks a year teaching in a seminary in Sri 
Lanka or abroad. One of the reasons I do so is that I gain the 
privilege of interacting with scholars. I have written for laypersons 
and busy Christian workers who do not have the time to read the 
more specialized books of the scholars. 

Extensive endnotes are included to help the reader who wants 
to delve further into the issues discussed here. When choosing 
what material to include, I asked, “What should my readers know 
about this topic?” and “What are the questions they are asking?” 

My ministry would be empty and ineffective without the col-
leagues God has given me. It is my joy to dedicate this book to 
some of them with whom I have partnered closely. Kumar Abra-
ham and Noel Berman are former YFC staff and continue to be 
close friends. Mayukha Perera, Rajadurai Rajeevan, and Nadarajah 
Satchithanandakumar are my present colleagues. Working with 
each one of these brothers has been a great blessing and joy to me. 

(John) Indrasiri Wijebahu is from the Sinhala congregation 
of the Nugegoda Methodist Church. I will never forget the day 
I went to preach there, taking John and his wife, Dalreen, as 
singers. Only the church custodian was there, and we were told 
that no one had come to worship for about three months. They 
were new believers at the time and had not yet joined a church. 
Not only did they join this church, but they also persuaded my 
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wife and me to transfer our membership there. It was John’s hard 
work (aided perhaps by the reluctant involvement of my wife and 
me) that enabled us to restart this congregation and see it grow 
and flourish. This is all the more remarkable considering that 
John is paralyzed from his waist down. Most of the members of 
this congregation are from other faiths. It is a great joy for us as a 
family to serve there under our own gifted pastor. 

My hope is that this book will help its readers to understand 
and relate more wisely and lovingly with those of other faiths. But 
more importantly I hope it will convince them of the uniqueness 
of the Christian gospel and spur them to effective witness among 
those of other faiths. 
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1
The Current Scenario

A missionary about to return home after twenty-eight years 
in Sri Lanka was interviewed by that country’s leading 

English-language Sunday paper. He explained how he had changed 
after coming to a multireligious country. 

“I was rather intolerant of other religions at the time and 
thought that mine was the only true one,” he said. “But all that 
changed during a visit to Anuradhapura” (a Buddhist holy place). 

The missionary said he experienced such a sense of peace that 
he felt he was truly in the presence of God. The difference in 
faiths did not matter. From that experience this missionary said 
he learned “the lesson that all religions, lived up to their highest 
ideals, have the common threads of love and compassion in them. 
So,” he said, “from that moment my ministry became not creed 
but need.”1 

This missionary reflects an attitude that is rapidly gaining pop-
ularity in the church today. Many Christians are living in an en-
vironment that is not conducive to maintaining the old belief in 
the uniqueness of Christ, and many are giving it up. A Sri Lankan 
church leader said that when he sees Buddhist devotees worshiping 
at the Bodhi tree, which is the tree sacred to Buddhists, he sees 
the Holy Spirit at work there. 
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Grappling with the Uniqueness of Christ

Yet we have many texts in the Bible that proclaim that Christ 
is the only way to salvation. Here are just a few. 

•	 “Whoever believes in the Son has eternal life, but whoever 
rejects the Son will not see life, for God’s wrath remains 
on him” (John 3:36).  

•	 “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to 
the Father except through me” (John 14:6).

•	 “Salvation is found in no one else, for there is no other 
name under heaven given to men by which we must be 
saved” (Acts 4:12). 

•	 “For there is one God and one mediator between God and 
men, the man Christ Jesus” (1 Timothy 2:5). 

•	 “He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the 
Son of God does not have life” (1 John 5:12). 

Sustaining these beliefs today is a challenge, especially when we 
meet such nice people who belong to other faiths. Some are at a 
loss to know what to do when they work close to a non-Christian. 
A Christian musician who came to minister in Sri Lanka stayed in 
the home of a missionary who was away on furlough. At the time, 
the home was occupied only by a Buddhist worker. The believer 
was uneasy about the prospect of living under the same roof with 
this person. He was unfamiliar with the idea of relating so closely 
with a person of another faith. 

Some years ago our ministry started a work in unreached vil-
lages. Ultimately this became a separate church-planting move-
ment. Soon our staff workers and the believers in one of the villages 
were coming under attack. On one occasion, the staff workers 
were badly beaten. 
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We knew that the monks in the Buddhist temple nearby were 
behind this persecution. When I visited the village, the believers 
persuaded me to visit the temple and explain to the monks what 
we were doing. The monks reluctantly agreed to meet with me. 

Prior to my visit, I asked the former Buddhists in our ministry 
to tutor me about how I should address the monks. From their 
suggestions, I chose words that I felt did not compromise my 
convictions. When I went to the temple, I removed my shoes at 
the gate, as is the custom when one enters a Buddhist temple. I 
sat on the floor while the monk, who was younger than I, sat on 
a chair. This too is an accepted custom that expresses the respect 
the layperson should have for the monk.  

I was simply following the customs of the people. This was 
part of the etiquette of the village, which I needed to respect. But 
some Christians felt that I had compromised my faith by acting 
in this way. 

In today’s society Christians must have guiding principles about 
how they should interact with non-Christians. We must also have 
convictions about how to respond to other beliefs. Christians in 
both the East and the West are faced with a special challenge, as 
the environment is not conducive to maintaining the traditional 
belief in the uniqueness of Christ. 

Religious Pluralism 

The dominant philosophy regarding religious truth in the world 
today is pluralism. This has always been the approach to truth in 
Eastern religions like Hinduism and many forms of Buddhism.2 
Recently pluralism has become the dominant philosophy in the 
West as well. 

Biblical Christians have correctly accepted pluralism over 
the centuries when it applies to other areas. For example, in the 
political sphere it is healthy to have different parties in competition 
with each other. In the sphere of Christian worship it is necessary 
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to have different forms of worship according to the culture of 
the people worshiping. It is preferable to have different forms of 
sports and recreation to offer to students in a given school. We 
left-handers are grateful that we were not forced to write with 
our right hand as left-handed children were forced to do in an 
earlier generation. 

Religious pluralism, however, can be held only by rejecting the 
Christian claim to possess absolute truth. This claim implies that 
the gospel has the ultimate truth that all people everywhere need 
to accept. We believe that God has revealed truth to humanity 
in the Scriptures and supremely in Jesus. This truth is without 
error and is the only way for the salvation of all peoples all over 
the world. 

We accept that there is truth in other religions,3 but not abso-
lute truth in the sense that we just described. Religious pluralism 
says that there is no such thing as absolute truth. Therefore the 
different religions are “equals in the universe of faiths,” as John 
Hick, the foremost pluralist in the church, said. 

A Copernican Revolution?

Hick called for a Copernican revolution in our theology of 
religions. Copernicus realized that the sun, not the earth, is at 
the center of the solar system and that the other heavenly bodies 
including the earth revolve around it. In the same way, Hick says, 
“We have to realize that the universe of faiths centers upon God, 
and not upon Christianity or upon any other religion. He is the 
sun, the originative source of light and life, whom all religions 
reflect in their own different ways.”4 In his later writings Hick 
modified his position to include the Theravada Buddhists who 
do not include God in their system of beliefs. Instead of God, 
therefore, he placed what he called “the Real” in the center of his 
universe of faiths. He even included dedicated secularists, such 
as Marxists, as reflecting the Real.5 
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A key to understanding pluralism is to understand its view of 
truth. Biblical Christians have always believed much truth can be 
discovered by observation and experience without God’s direct 
revelation. This is called general revelation, and it is discussed in 
chapter 5. But Christians also believe that God has revealed His 
truth to us ultimately and definitively through direct inspiration 
of the Scriptures and through Jesus Christ. Pluralists deny this. 
They say that if God speaks at all, He does it through the different 
religions. Each religion contains facets of truth that come from 
the particular experience that followers of these religions have. 
So the holy books of Hinduism contain truths about God that 
are discovered through the unique experiences that the Hindus 
have had. The Christian, Jewish, Muslim, and Taoist Scriptures 
contain truths discovered through the unique experiences of the 
people of those faiths. 

Essentially then, in pluralism truth is discovered by people, 
or, as Hick would say, truth is human responses to the Real. In 
Christianity, truth is something disclosed by God. Of course, 
Christians also discover truth, but this is truth that has its origin 
in God’s disclosure and depends on the illuminating grace of God. 

So the focus of truth is taken away from objective realities like 
God or the Bible. The Christian says, “I believe the Bible,” and the 
Muslim says, “I believe the Qur’an.” “I” is the subject and “Bible” 
and “Qur’an” are the objects. In the objective approach to truth, 
which is the approach in orthodox forms of Islam, Judaism, and 
Christianity, the focus is on the object and not the subject—that 
is, primarily on what the Bible or the Qur’an says and not on 
what I believe. 

Pluralism adopts a more subjective approach to truth. The focus 
is placed on the subject, the individual, not on the object (the 
Bible or the Qur’an). So, “You have your truth and I have mine. 
If your truth is good for you, that’s great! My truth is good for 
me.” There is no truth that should be universally accepted by all 
because there is no such thing as absolute truth. In Athens, Paul 
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said, “In the past God overlooked such ignorance, but now he 
commands all people everywhere to repent” (Acts 17:30). Such a 
statement would have no place in the pluralist scheme. 

In pluralism, then, there is no such thing as absolute truth. 
Rather, all people are engaged in a common quest for more truth. 
So we learn from each other. Conversion is unnecessary, though 
it may take place if I come to feel that a certain religion is better 
for me than my previous religion. That is fine for me, but I must 
not insist that everyone needs to be converted to my new religion. 

I once spoke in a seminar in Sri Lanka on the topic of Chris-
tian mission, and I tried to show that we must be involved in 
evangelism with conversion as a goal. The speaker who followed 
me presented another view: “If a Buddhist comes to me and says 
he wants to become a Christian, I discourage him from doing so,” 
he said. “I tell him, ‘You have a great religion for which I have 
the highest respect. Go and study your religion and try to be a 
good Buddhist.’” 

Some people are even saying that the new mission of the church 
is to help create a harmonious society where everyone appreciates 
the other’s religion and where we learn from each other.6 They are 
calling this the new ecumenism. Indian churchman Stanley Samar-
tha speaks of “new Christological insights” that “go far beyond the 
narrow confines of Christians to a deeper and larger ecumenism 
that embraces the whole of humanity.”7 The teaching of Jesus that 
He came to bring not peace but a sword is interpreted to refer not 
to the uniqueness of Christ but to Christ’s opposition to things like 
materialism, greed, and exploitation. The various religions must 
unite, we are told, to combat these dangerous trends in society. 

Modernism and Postmodernism

The philosophy of religious pluralism has harmonized well 
with another phenomenon that has swept the Western world: 
postmodernism. Many of the features of postmodernism were 
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already part of life in the so-called Third World. But in recent 
times these features have become part of life in the West in a big 
way. Postmodernism from the West has harmonized well with the 
thinking of trendsetters in the Third World, and the postmodern 
influence is very evident in the media in places like Sri Lanka. In 
fact some are saying that many Third World nations are going to 
skip the modern era and go straight from a premodern era to a 
postmodern era. 

To understand postmodernism we must first understand the 
distinctive features of what was known as the modern era. This is 
because postmodernism is a reaction to some of the excesses of 
the modern era. There is no unanimity about the dating of these 
eras, but generally the modern era is dated from around the late 
eighteenth century to the mid to late twentieth century. 

The distinctive feature of the modern era was its emphasis on 
the rational. It was heavily influenced by the Enlightenment, the 
eighteenth-century European movement that emphasized the 
reliability of reason. The extreme expressions of this movement 
held that truth could be reached only through reason, observa-
tion, and experiment. Science was the supreme field of study 
during this era. 

Some of the characteristic products of the modern era will 
help us to understand it. Darwin’s evolutionary theory looked 
at nature as a completely self-contained system. Its emphasis on 
logically explained progression was extended beyond science to 
other fields too. Applied to the field of religion, people held that 
religions evolved from primitive forms such as polytheism to the 
more advanced forms such as monotheism.8 Because practicality 
was the most important criterion in making moral decisions, the 
pragmatic idea grew: “If it works it must be good.” 

In such an environment stealing became wrong not because 
the Ten Commandments said so but because it interfered with 
the economic functioning of society. Euthanasia and abortion 
on demand became popular in the closing years of the modern 
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era, as practical considerations were allowed to overcome moral 
objections to these practices. 

Marxism is considered one of the fullest expressions of this era. 
It gave materialistic and economic causes for all human problems. 
Some date the beginning of the postmodern era from the fall of 
the Berlin Wall in 1989.9 And the heavily rational expressions of 
evangelical Christianity, which do not value emotions and expe-
rience, are also considered typical expressions of the features of 
modernism. 

Postmodernism is a reaction to some of the excesses of the 
modern era.10 Scientific developments in the twentieth century 
contributed to the loss of trust in objective facts. Einstein’s theory 
of relativity caused a revolution in science, which the development 
of quantum physics continued. Both these trends turned people’s 
faith away from trust in the primacy of objective truth—that is, 
truth which can be arrived at through the “absolute” laws of sci-
ence.11 Similarly, developments in the field of philosophy began 
to emphasize what is in our minds rather than on the objective 
facts “out there.”12 

Postmoderns complained that, with so much emphasis on sci-
ence and objective facts outside of us, people were dehumanized. 
No longer did they have the opportunity to express their feelings 
and instincts. So the postmodern generation has been called “an 
instinctually stimulated generation” where “people prefer to feel 
than to think.”13 The Nike motto, “Just Do It,” or the Sprite 
advertisement, “Obey Your Thirst,” are good expressions of this 
approach to life. 

Laurence Wood has helpfully described the three eras by sug-
gesting three representative bumper stickers. The premodern 
bumper sticker would say, “Let the church think for you.” The 
modern would say, “Dare to think for yourself.” And the post-
modern would read, “Don’t think! Just let it happen.”14 

Postmodern ideas seem to have penetrated every facet of West-
ern society. Recently I met the former director of a key postgraduate 
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institute for management studies in Singapore, who told me that 
the most cutting-edge management studies are heavily influenced 
by postmodern thought. 

So postmoderns were revolting against the idea that people were 
being tyrannized by objective realities, like rules and beliefs and 
objectives and goals, without a proper place being given to their 
feelings and instincts. In this environment we can see how post-
moderns would embrace the subjective approach to truth with its 
focus on me, “the subject.” This is the approach of pluralism too. So 
pluralism has found a fertile breeding ground in postmodern culture. 

The importance of feelings and instincts—“the inner life and 
experience”—has also resulted in a new interest in spirituality. 
About twenty-five years ago secular humanism, which devalued 
the place of the religious, was very popular in the West. Now it has 
been replaced by a more spiritual approach to life. Unfortunately, 
most present expressions of this spirituality are New Age and 
occultic. In chapter 11, we will show that Christian spirituality 
alone can fulfill the deep yearnings of the heart that are finding 
expression in postmodern spirituality. 

Some forms of postmodernism are hailing the death of the 
individual subject in favor of the communally based self. We are 
seeing a new interest in community and in what Doug Groothuis 
describes as “cultural constructs of meaning.”15 

The explosion of the charismatic movement is one expression 
of the postmodern thirst for a spiritual experience to replace dry, 
ultrarationalistic religion.16 

The yearnings that lie at the heart of postmodernism can be 
fulfilled adequately only by Christ. The world may not want this at 
the moment, as the Christian way includes things they may detest, 
such as submission to the teachings of Scripture and to the will of 
God. But without throwing up our hands in despair, we must ask 
how we can best communicate the gospel to postmoderns. And 
we will do so with the conviction that Jesus is the only One who 
can fill the void in the heart of the human being. 
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Various Christian thinkers and churches have attempted to 
respond to postmodernism with contextualized17 theology18 and 
ministry.19 

“Fundamentalism” and the Persecution of Christians 

If pluralism represents one end of the scale on the issue of 
tolerance of other faiths, what is now being called “fundamental-
ism” represents the other. But both approaches are united in their 
hostility to evangelism that seeks to convert people to Christianity. 

The word fundamentalism seems to have become popular after 
a book entitled The Fundamentals was published in 1909.20 This 
book was actually an affirmation of the fundamentals of the his-
toric Christian faith in response to the modernism and theological 
liberalism that were sweeping the churches. Christians committed 
to these fundamentals became known as fundamentalists. More 
recently this word has been used in a more restricted sense to refer 
to evangelicals in the USA who have rightist political leanings. 

But this word is now also being used to identify extremist Bud-
dhists, Hindus, Orthodox Jews, and Muslims who are asserting 
the rights of their religion in such a way as to deny an equal place 
in society for those of other faiths. These fundamentalists wish to 
prohibit the conversion of their own people to another religion. 

If we look at the root of the word fundamentalism, the use we 
are discussing here is incorrect. The word suggests that these people 
are trying to return to the fundamentals of their religions, but 
what many of these people espouse may not be in keeping with 
the fundamentals of the religions themselves!21 In Sri Lanka, some 
people who would be called Buddhist fundamentalists are using 
violence in their efforts to stamp out Christian evangelistic efforts, 
even though tolerance is a fundamental tenet of Buddhism. A more 
accurate way to describe what are called Hindu and Islamic fun-
damentalists are Hindutva advocates and Islamists respectively.22 
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Words often take their meaning from their roots. However, 
words also may take meanings ascribed to them through popular 
use. This is what has happened to the word fundamentalism. It 
has come to mean something that contradicts its root meaning. 
I will use it in this popular sense here. 

This type of fundamentalism often equates a religion with a 
national identity. For this reason, some people say that if you are a 
true Indian you should be a Hindu. Ethnicity may be included in 
this form of nationalism. So in Sri Lanka some people say that only 
Buddhists from the Sinhala race are true Sri Lankans. Christians 
therefore would be considered second-class citizens. That is not a 
big problem. What is a serious problem is that Christian evangelism 
is considered a foreign threat to the nation’s security and integrity. 

Our evangelistic efforts are often associated with Western 
expansionist designs. It is alleged that because the West cannot 
control the Third World through the old imperialism, it has re-
sorted to economic and religious imperialism. By pushing the 
Western style of market economy and by converting people of 
other faiths to Christianity, the West is said to be continuing its 
design of controlling our nations. Efforts are being made in many 
countries to outlaw conversion. In many Muslim countries it is 
illegal for Muslims to convert to Christianity, though Christians 
can convert to Islam. 

I believe that when Western countries give devotees of Eastern 
religions the freedom to practice and propagate their faiths, they 
make a strong statement to the rest of the world. Those of us who 
live in non-Western countries are grateful that this is the case in 
most Western countries. Every time a Muslim mosque or a Hindu 
temple comes up in a neighborhood in the West, Christians liv-
ing nearby express their dismay with statements like, “What is 
happening to our country?” But we here are grateful that Western 
Christians give others this freedom. 

Though these religions make use of this freedom in the West, 
many of them do not give a corresponding freedom to Christians 
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in their countries. The tolerant Western example could well help 
us in the Third World as we seek to practice and propagate our 
faith today. 

We are grateful for the concern shown by Westerners when we 
are under attack, and we hope this concern will act as a warning 
and a deterrent to those who are attacking Christians. The president 
of a Muslim country in our region, under pressure from Islamists, 
banned a new version of the Bible just before it was released. 
Shortly after that he visited the USA. Some senators asked him 
about the recent banning of the Bible. Then a prominent religious 
leader informed him that he was the first national leader in history 
to ban a Bible. He promptly lifted the ban upon his return home! 

You will recall the village where I visited the temple after the 
Christians there had been attacked. After several years of wor-
shiping in temporary structures, these Christians were preparing 
to build a permanent church building. A Buddhist monk found 
out about it and set up a Buddhist temple next to the church. A 
few days later the church’s temporary building was burned down. 

The leader of this ministry, Adrian de Visser, made some im-
portant observations. He said that we must not stop our work 
because of this attack. We may need to be careful about programs 
that are too provocative to the Buddhists. But this is not a time to 
leave the area. After some years of violent opposition, the Buddhist 
leaders will be forced to recognize that this church is a permanent 
entity in the area, and the persecution will die down. This is a 
sequence of events seen often in church history. 

It may be necessary to ask some of our foreign friends to write 
to relevant authorities in Sri Lanka about human-rights violations 
against Christians. We saw this in action when the village pastor 
of the work just mentioned was severely assaulted (and saved 
from possible death by his Buddhist neighbors). At the time, 
the police took little notice. But after the church was burned, 
the police were much more supportive of this same worker and 
even severely warned the monk of legal action. Foreign pressure 
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helps these authorities do what they are supposed to do—protect 
innocent, law-abiding citizens! 

Buddhist and Hindu extremists become agitated when they 
realize that a church building is being constructed. For this reason 
some strategists suggest that churches should refrain from putting 
up large buildings. Instead they suggest that the Christians meet in 
houses, possibly in different locations on different Sundays. This 
may be the best option in many cases. It worked well with the 
house churches of China that thrived despite the brutal Cultural 
Revolution of Mao Zedong. 

Yet converts to Christianity from religions like Islam, Bud-
dhism, and Hinduism desire to have a place of worship to call 
their own. This reflects the importance of the mosque or temple 
in their former religions.  

“Liberal Fundamentalism”

While non-Christians have the freedom to practice and prop-
agate their faiths in the West, sometimes Christians are actually 
denied this freedom in the West. This is also a form of fundamen-
talism, according to the “popular use” definition. We may call it 
“liberal fundamentalism.” 

It is a rapidly growing trend in the West today. The fact that 
many are reacting so excessively against “traditional values” may be 
an indication of an uneasy conscience in the West after the mass 
rejection of its spiritual heritage. Perhaps we in the non-Western 
world could help out by speaking up for our brothers and sisters 
in the West when “liberal fundamentalist” authorities discriminate 
against them. 

The situation recalls Paul’s statement: “Everyone who wants 
to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted” (2 Timothy 
3:12). True Christianity has never been popular in any society for 
very long. The gospel is too radical a message to maintain popular 
acclaim. After an unusual revival, people may be impressed for a 
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duration. But after the initial glow passes, society finds it difficult 
to tolerate some of the implications of the gospel, especially its 
uncompromising attitude to unbelief, immorality, and injustice. 
And it turns against the true followers of Christ. 

Whether we live in the East or the West, the North or the South, 
if we are truly faithful to the call of God we will be persecuted. 
Again, without lifting up our hands in helpless resignation, let us 
like the early church use our wisdom and respond to the prompting 
of the Spirit to continue faithfully with a wise and bold witness 
for Christ in the world. 

Inclusivism 

Inclusivism is a significant development that has recently gained 
prominence in the church. Pluralist theologian John Hick says 
inclusivism “represents the nearest approach to a consensus among 
Christian thinkers today.”23 We respond to inclusivism in the last 
chapter of this book. 

Inclusivism’s ascension came first in the Roman Catholic 
Church, gaining momentum after the Vatican II Council of the 
1960s. Unlike the pluralists, the inclusivists believe that Christ is 
absolutely unique. But they say that the salvation He gives may 
be mediated without the hearing of the gospel. In other words, 
those outside the Christian religion can also be included in Christ’s 
saving work. 

Some of the more radical forms of this view are still found 
among Roman Catholic theologians. The Catholic Church has 
had a “sacramental view” of salvation. They believe that salvation is 
mediated through the sacraments, like baptism and the Eucharist, 
which they regard as means of saving grace. Catholic inclusivists 
extend their understanding of sacraments to the rites of non- 
Christian religions and say that non-Christians could receive salva-
tion through the rites of their own religions, though it is Christ who 
saves them.24 These “saved” people of other faiths are sometimes 
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called “anonymous Christians” because, even though they don’t call 
themselves Christians, they are recipients of Christ’s salvation.25 

Perhaps the most famous presentation of this view is in the book 
The Unknown Christ of Hinduism by Catholic priest Raymond 
Panikkar. He says, “In the wake of St. Paul we believe we may speak 
not only of the unknown God of the Greeks, but also of the hidden 
Christ of Hinduism—hidden and unknown and yet present and 
at work because he is not far from any of us.”26 Panikkar wrote: 

The good and bona fide Hindu as well as the good and 
bona fide Christian are saved by Christ—not by Hindu-
ism and Christianity per se, but through their sacraments, 
and, ultimately, through the mysterion active within the 
two religions. This amounts to saying that Hinduism also 
has a place in the universal saving providence of God and 
cannot therefore be considered as negative in relation to 
Christianity.27 

The controversial Catholic theologian Hans Küng refers to 
the non-Christian religions as the “ordinary” way to salvation, 
whereas Christianity is a “very special and extraordinary” way.28 
Because of this belief in the special place that the Christian gospel 
has, I expect that people like Küng would encourage some sort of 
proclamation of the gospel to non-Christians. 

We could say that these Roman Catholics represent one extreme 
of the inclusivist position. On the other extreme are evangelical 
inclusivists, like Sir Norman Anderson. In their attempt to answer 
the difficult question of the fate of those who have not heard the 
gospel, they have come up with another form of inclusivism. These 
inclusivists say that those who respond in repentance and faith to 
what they know of the supreme God can be saved even though 
they may not have heard the gospel of Christ.29 They do not say 
that Christ saves people through other religions as the Catholic 
inclusivists claim. Instead they focus on the type of response similar 
to that described in the Bible as saving faith. Others, especially 
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Clark Pinnock and John Sanders, are less restrictive in their ex-
position of inclusivism than Norman Anderson.30 

The traditional view that one must hear and respond to the gospel 
of Christ in order to be saved is called exclusivism or particularism or 
restrictivism.31 Some evangelical scholars would have previously been 
described as inclusivists but now prefer to call themselves exclusivists. 
They leave the door open to salvation only to those who exercise 
saving faith as described in the Bible, even though those doing so 
may not know Jesus. This is presented as a possibility rather than 
a dogmatic certainty. Their emphasis is placed on the saving work 
of Christ and its efficacy as the exclusive way by which people may 
be saved.32 Others prefer to remain agnostic on the issue.33 Clark 
Pinnock criticizes this approach, calling it “a cop-out to avoid an-
swering a fair and urgent question in a responsible way.”34 

Affirming Uniqueness in This Environment 

The trends described above have combined to cause significant 
problems for Christians who affirm the uniqueness of Christ, espe-
cially in nations where they are a minority. During the writing of this 
book I was constantly made aware that the people in my nation will 
intensely dislike what I am writing. They have angry memories of the 
colonial period when Westerners considered themselves superior to 
us.35 Most of our religions have a pluralistic approach to truth. Sri 
Lankans know that we affirm that salvation is only through Christ. 
This makes them angry, especially when they associate us with the 
colonial rulers who came from supposedly Christian countries. 

Each week over the past few months letters and articles critical 
of Christians and Christianity have been published in the news-
papers in Sri Lanka. Some of them are written in an angry tone. 
Almost always at the heart of the anger is their revulsion to the 
doctrine of the uniqueness of Christ. 

For us this opposition has been difficult to endure. We love our 
people and seek to be their humble servants, refusing to leave our 
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mission regardless of what happens. We cannot be bitter about their 
anger against us. Instead we must approach them with respect, love, 
and graciousness. We desire the best for them, but the best thing 
we can do for them is to tell them about the God who can grant 
them eternal salvation. They view us as arrogant traitors for doing 
that. We need grace and wisdom to respond appropriately. We 
also need courage and perseverance to remain faithful to the task. 

What we are experiencing in Sri Lanka, every Christian will 
experience to some extent. The whole world is growing in its 
hostility to the doctrine of the uniqueness of Christ. So I trust 
that what I say will be of help to all who read it. 

Paul’s Example 

Paul’s ministry is extremely helpful in learning how to relate 
to people of other faiths. His ministry in Athens, recorded in 
Acts 17:16–34, is particularly instructive. It is a fairly detailed 
description of ministry with people whose religious background 
was completely different than Paul’s. We will glean many prin-
ciples from this passage to be applied to our contemporary sit-
uations. There are those who believe that Paul was a failure in 
Athens. But there is no hint in the text to suggest that Luke did 
not intend his readers to use this passage as a model of effective 
evangelism.36
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